




 

























  



















 





































 

  
  
 



 

  
  
 



 

  
  
 









   

     

     









  






















   






 

   






 

   






 
















































 

 





 

 

























 
 
 
 
 





















































 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
















 
 
 

 


 
















































  











  









 








  






  



  





 






 



























 







































 

  
  
 



 

  
  
 



 

  
  
 







     

     

  







  






















   






 

   






 

   






 








































 

 



 

 































 
 
 
 
 























































ON

Power supply present, motor 
not running.
 Floating actuators:

time out
 Proportional actuators:

actuator is in control

Single Blinking Motor is running

Double 
Blinking

Actuator performs an 
end-of-stroke confirmation 
cycle or an  anti-sticking cycle

OFF Power supply is not present




 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 















 
 
 

 



























  











  









 


 


   





  



  





 






 


























 













